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What is wrong with soaring in the U. S.?
I would like to make a few observations based
on 26 years participation. oarin in high per
formance aircraft was fir t introduced to the U. S.
in 1929 when a German team and their sailplanes
were brought to this country to soar on the Cape
Cod sand dunes. This created a brief flurry of in
terest on which several U. S. manufacturers capi
talized to produce primary gliders. Unfortunately,
many enthusiastic persons who purchased these
gliders were not pilots but thought they could
learn to fly simply by strapping themselves in the
seat, stretching an elasti cord and being cata
pulted into the air. Others attempted launchings
by the use of an automobile tow or even developed
winches for this purpose.
It is easy to understand how these tyros
wrecked the gliders, frequently on their first flight,
and if severe injury or death was not a result of
the crash, certainly there \'las no further interest
in trying to become a glider pilot. The spark died
quickly. More intelligent groups sought the a sist
ance of pilots from their local airports. Unfortu
nately, the attitude of these pilot was that the
glider was a simple engineless aircraft and they
treated it as a toy. After several prominent power
pilots and many others less prominent, were either
seriously or fatally injured, it was the general feel
ing that gliders were dangerous. In reflecting on
this, it is easy to see it was not the glider which
was dangerous, it was the fact that the persons
operating the gliders failed to recognize hat they
were still aircraft, and as such, should be treated
with respect.
A small group of enthusiasts continued through
out the years, developing soaring to a fine art and
a superb sport, and we are about to celebrate the
25th Anniversary of National Soaring Competi·
tions in the U. S. Each year these competitions
have received considerable national publicity and
in recent years, our pilots have brought nine
world's records to this country. Why th n are
there so relatively few participating in soaring?
In previous editorials I have mentioned the cost
and scarcity of gliders and fields from which to
operate as contributing factors. These are of sig
nificant importance when we consider the means
available to most young men and women at the
age they are looking for an outlet for their enerVOL. 19
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gie . If they had a spark of interest in flying, eco
nomics soon quenched it. Therefore, if we wish to
have an air-minded citizenry, we must make it
pos i Ie for these youngsters to participate in
aviation through a subsidized program, financed
by Industry or State and Federal Government.
nfortunately, whenever industry or govern
ment has been approached to foster a glider pro
gram for our young people, the persons contacted
seem able to remember only the unfortunate expe
rience with gliders in the early 1930's. Somehow
we have failed to impress on most leaders in avia
tion that oaring is safe, that significant progress
has been made in the design and construction of
motorless aircraft and that here is a medium
through which we may capture and retain the
interest of our youth in aviation.
We read constantly the remarks by our leaders
in government and industry that we have an acute
shortage of young people preparing for careers in
the fields of engineering and science; a shortage
01 applicants for the Air Force Academy and a
constant struggle to recruit sufficient young men
for the Air Force and Navy flight schoob. One of
the r asons is the lack of long range planning to
create an airminded pool from which to draw
young people into aviation. The way to solve this
problem is to start an Air Youth program which
will serve as an outlet for those who become in
terested in airplane model building, by carrying
them to the next logical step in holding their inter
est, that of providing soaring training. The com
petition and sport which motorless flying stimu
lates cannot help but retain their intel'est.
It is time we removed our heads from the sand,
and stopped thinking that soaring vvill row spon
taneously. We need a national program which will
provide flying training to American youth.
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